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 THE

 ECONOMIC HISTORY

 REVIEW

 SECOND SERIES, VOLUME XXX, No. I, I977

 The Beginnings of the Economic History

 Society'

 BY T. C. BARKER

 T THE Economic History Society was founded in July I926 and the first issue
 of the Economic History Review, which the Society was created to sustain,
 appeared six months later. This jubilee provides a suitable opportunity

 to look back, and perhaps reflect, upon the Society's growth and especially
 upon its beginnings and earlier history, of which very few members now have
 personal knowledge.

 It will be seen at a glance from the individual membership statistics in
 Table i that the Society made no headway at all during its first twenty years.
 It was kept alive-and then only with outside help-by the growing reputation
 of the Review and the willingness of more and more libraries to buy it. In the
 later I940's, however, the great expansion began and all was very different
 for the next twenty years. But since the later i960's history has to some extent
 repeated itself as individual membership has ceased to grow while library
 subscriptions have continued to increase. Yet comparison goes no further than
 that, for the Society, now well established financially, has so far experienced
 none of its earlier money problems, nor has there been any reduction in
 support for its conferences or group activities. Quite the reverse, in fact.

 The upward movement of individual membership after I 947 was, of course,
 based upon the increase in posts in economic history in universities and other
 fields of higher education which led to the training of more specialists in the
 subject. The increase in interest was reflected in a greater flow first of articles
 and then of books, which is discussed elsewhere in this issue by Mr Harte. The
 initial impulse, however, came from economics in the shape of members from
 the Royal Economic Society. (Its issues of Economic History, the origins of which

 1 This article is based upon a lecture delivered at the Jubilee Conference of the Society at Churchill
 College, Cambridge, in April I976. The early records of the Society on which much of it is based have
 been deposited at Nuffield College, Oxford.
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 2 T.C. BARKER

 Table i. Growth of the Society, I927-75:
 Paid-up Membership

 Individual Library Total Comments

 June 1927 487 I24 6ii -Ordinary subscription ios. 6d., libraries 7s. 6d.,
 June i928 50I (36) i64 665 life membership (6 gns)
 June ig2g 527 (5i) I95 722
 June I930 536 203 739
 June I93I 508 2I2 720 -Two issues of Review p.a. and library member-
 June I932 505 2I7 722 ship gs.
 June I933 484 205 689
 June I934 466 209 675

 June I935 430 (69) 226 656
 June I936 436 230 666 -Plus Ioo trade sales (mainly libraries)
 June I937 439 239 678
 June I938 450 240 690
 June I939 449 (77) 250 699
 July I 94 I 409 250 659

 June I942 4II 258 669
 October I943 446 259 705
 November I944 454 252 706
 September I945 366 228 594
 October I 946 400 23I 63I
 June I947 462 237 699 -Plus 200 trade sales
 December i948 658 300 958 -Three issues of Review p.a.
 June I 949 742 30I I,043
 June I950 772 312 I ,o86
 April I955 960 343 I,303 -Plus 500 trade sales
 April ig60 I,255 417 I,772
 April i965 I,9I8 57I 2,489
 April I970 2,573 I,6oo 4,I73 -Four issues of Review p.a. from I971
 October I975 2,540 2,475 5,0I5

 Note: i. Totals for I927-30 are revised figures presented to the Council in November I932 which
 excluded members who had not paid their subscriptions in these three years. Other totals
 are from annual reports.

 2. Figures in brackets are of life members (included in individual membership totals).
 3. Subscriptions were increased:

 (a) in I947 to I5s. for individuals (life membership k9) and ios. 6d. for libraries
 (b) in I952 to 2Is. and I7s. 6d. (no more life memberships)

 (c) in ig60 to k_2 for libraries
 (d) in i966 to 30s. for individuals (I5s. for undergraduates, who had first been allowed a

 preferential rate of ios. in I957) and sos. for libraries

 (e) in I97I to 5os. for individuals, 30s. for undergraduates, and L5 for libraries, then all
 transferred to trade sales through which they had been increasingly purchasing the
 Review. To this extent the growth in library membership down to I970 is underestimated
 in the Table. The trade sales figures for I 970 and I975, given here as library membership,
 are a truer indication of the Society's greatly increased reliance on library subscriptions.

 will be mentioned later, had stopped in I940 and an annual subvention from
 the R.E.S. made it possible for our Society to publish three issues a year from
 I948, to which R.E.S. members could subscribe at preferential rates.) Our
 Society also gained members through joint subscription arrangements with
 the Economic History Association in America, which had been formed at the
 very end of I940.1 The three-issue Review became larger and larger: 400 pages
 by I955, 6oo by I960, and over 750 (in four issues) from I97I. The production
 line had been speeded up and we were all being encouraged to read, if not to
 think, more.

 1 For which see Herbert Heaton, 'Twenty-Five Years of the Economic History Association: A
 Reflective Evaluation', Journal of Economic History, xxv ( I965), 465-79.
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 ECONOMIC HISTORY SOCIETY 3

 The contrast between the first and second twenty years is also to be seen
 in the Society's meetings. It was not until after the war that it began to hold
 really successful conferences. Forty members attended the first of these, in
 I946, and only 25 the second, in the following year-both one-day affairs at
 L.S.E.-but this decline did not prevent the Council from becoming more
 adventurous, though not so adventurous as to move the meeting place from
 L.S.E. The I948 conference, late in May, ran from a Thursday afternoon
 through the following day and attracted 40 members once more. The next
 one, late in May I949, was better supported, the numbers attending reaching
 6o. It ran from late on Friday morning until shortly after noon the following
 day and was particularly remembered for a paper by Eli Hecksher. The point
 had been reached at which a week-end residential conference could be con-
 templated. The first of the series, held every Easter vacation since then, took
 place in Birmingham in I950. In recent years it has been not uncommon to
 have a conference attendance of 250.

 Before the war the position had been very different. Only between I2 and
 20 people-the Council and one or two others, almost all of them from London
 (and quite a high proportion from Chelsea) -attended the Annual General
 Meetings, always held in London and, with one exception, at L.S.E. Attempts
 were made to attract larger audiences by getting university teachers like
 T. H. Marshall to speak, and by holding joint meetings with other bodies such
 as the Historical Association; but to no avail. Between the wars the Society
 was little more than an organization to keep alive the Review, and it did this
 only with great difficulty, as we shall see.

 There is an interesting parallel between the growth of our Society and that
 of the R.E.S. Starting life in i890 as the British Economic Association, the
 latter reached a membership of 7Io at the end of the first year and went on to

 peak at 750 two years later; but then membership fell away to about 500.
 It did not get back to 750 until twenty-five years after its foundation.' Our
 relapse was not quite so severe; but in our case, too, it was getting on for a
 quarter of a century before we really moved forward.

 The period of growth from the later I940's falls within the knowledge of
 quite a number of the present membership and will no doubt be described,
 disintegrated, and dispatched by one or more of them in due course. My
 present task is, with the help of Miss Julia de Lacy Mann, Dr Lance Beales,
 and Profs. Hyde and Postan, whose recollections go back to the early days and
 will be quoted verbatim,2 to try to answer three questions about the Society's
 foundations and beginnings:

 i. Where did we draw our support from in ig926? One can understand 750
 people-politicians, businessmen, and others-putting up their hands and
 wanting to know more about economics in i890; but why on earth should
 500 people want an Economic History Society in ig26?

 1 A. W. Coats, 'The Origins and Early Development of the Royal Economic Society', Economic
 Journal, LXXVIII (I968), 36I-2.

 2 Videotapes of three of these interviews, each running for about an hour, and a sound recording of
 my longer interview with Prof. Postan are in the possession of the Audio-Visual Aids Department of
 the University of Kent at Canterbury. I am most grateful to the four of them for being prepared to
 submit to this ordeal, which they all seemed to enjoy, and to Mr Osborne and the staff of the Audio-
 Visual Aids Department at Canterbury for their generous technical assistance.
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 4 T. C. BARKER

 2. Who was responsible for the creation of our Society and how did they
 manage to get it going?

 3. What was the Society like in its early days, and how did it manage to survive?

 Although there were very few professional economic historians before I914,
 the subject, in a rather narrow form, enjoyed a very widespread popularity.
 Indeed-a disturbing thought-it probably had a greater appeal as a subject
 for study among ordinary people than it has today. There was considerable
 interest in industrial and labour history and in the social effects of industrializa-
 tion, particularly in this country. Arnold Toynbee's Lectures on the Industrial
 Revolution in England had set the pattern in the i88o's. It was avidly read by
 progressives and social reformers and went through three editions by i908.
 Other works ranged much further back in time but were still basically con-
 cerned with the same themes. Cunningham's original i882 version of the
 Growth of English Industry and Commerce-little Cunningham, as Lilian Knowles
 used to call it-was only a crown octavo volume of 450 pages and did not get
 to the nineteenth century; but the big Cunningham of I903 did. By then
 there were other textbooks available with greater popular appeal. Gibbins's

 Industrial History of England, first published in i8go, ran to 28 impressions by
 I926. Townsend Warner's Landmarks of English Industrial History of i899 had
 sold over 26,ooo copies by I9I3. The Webbs's Trade Unionism also did well;
 and their Industrial Democracy had reached its i 3th thousand by I9I 4.1 In this
 form, economic history was certainly on the march.

 University extramural work and the W.E.A. played a great part in this
 process, particularly the W.E.A. tutorial classes in and after i908. Tawney's
 two pioneer classes, at Longton and Rochdale, themselves opted for economic
 history.2 Of ten classes in different parts of Yorkshire started in i909 and i 9i0,
 seven studied economics and economic history.3 This interest in the subject
 was also shared by history teachers in schools who began to include it in their
 syllabuses. Hence the success of Warner (of Harrow) and Marten (of Eton).
 New enthusiasts for the subject were recruited: A. P. Wadsworth, for instance,
 the cub reporter at Rochdale, who was the youngest member of Tawney's
 class there. The Hammonds took advantage of this increasing interest with
 The Village Labourer (i 9 i I), The Town Labourer (I 9 I 7), and The Skilled Labourer
 (i9i9). When these books appeared, as Wadsworth was to point out in his
 obituary of J. L. Hammond,4 "social and economic history . .. moved among
 the large, central and permanent interests of mankind." By the First World
 War, the tiny and scattered university contingent of economic historians was
 supported by a growing army.

 It is important to notice how active the university teachers were in lecturing
 to the eager multitude outside their walls. Ashley was keen on this work.
 Unwin was deeply involved in it. Ashton certainly was. And so was Lance

 1 For some of this information I am indebted to Mr N. B. Harte who has been making a study of the
 growth of the subject. I am also grateful to him for much other assistance in the preparation of this
 article.

 2 For recollections of Longton and Rochdale, see the articles by A. E. Emery and L. V. Gill in the
 jubilee issue of The Highway, April 1953.

 3J. F. C. Harrison, Learning and Living, 1790-1860 (i96i), p. 269.
 4 Manchester Guardian, 9 April 1949.
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 ECONOMIC HISTORY SOCIETY 5

 Beales. L. L. Price, Reader in Economic History at Oxford from I907 to I922,
 was very heavily committed. Indeed, to read his papers' one gets the impression
 that he spent most of his time either lecturing or examining away from his
 university.

 By the I920'S, then, there was a great deal of growing interest. As yet there
 were few professionals but many amateurs-again, a situation very like that
 of the Royal Economic Society at the time of its creation. In this encouraging
 climate, some of the academics began to think of forming a society and of pro-
 ducing a journal in which they could get their work published. There was, of
 course, the Economic Journal, but this had very definite ideas about the sort
 of economic history which should be published; while the English Historical Review
 and the Transactions of the Royal Historical Society concentrated upon political
 history. British writers on the subject were obliged to get their articles pub-
 lished in German periodicals.

 W. J. Ashley was, in the I 920'S, the doyen of British economic historians.
 Born in I 86o, he had been originally trained as a historian at Oxford. He was,

 as Clapham pointed out, "a political historian of the school of Stubbs [who]
 came under the double influence of German historical economists and of
 Arnold Toynbee".2 It was from his notes (and Bolton King's) that Toynbee's
 lectures had been posthumously reconstructed. He had occupied the first Chair
 of Economic History in the English-speaking world (at Harvard from i892 to
 i9oi), and although he had then been brought back to England as the first
 English Professor of Commerce at Joseph Chamberlain's tariff-reforming Uni-
 versity of Birmingham, he still maintained his interest in economic history.
 Indeed, Herbert Heaton, who was one of his very junior colleagues at Birming-
 ham from I9I2 to I9I4 before he went to Australia, later recalled that he was
 never quite sure how much Ashley actually enjoyed teaching commerce courses.
 He certainly preferred the historical parts of them.3 To Clapham, Ashley's
 Economic Organisation of England, based on lectures given at Hamburg early in
 I9I4, was still, even in the mid-i92o's, "the best introduction to economic
 history in the language".4

 Ashley still kept one foot very firmly in the historians' camp. He chaired the
 economic history section of the International Historical Congress in I9I3.
 When, in I9I5, J. F. Rees, then a lecturer in the subject at Edinburgh, was
 trying to make contact with economic history teachers at other British uni-
 versities-a revealing sign of the times-it was to Ashley he wrote. "I shall be
 interested to see how many university teachers of Economic History you can
 find," Ashley replied. "So far as I know, there is only one Professor of Economic
 History in the U.K., viz Unwin and two readers, viz Mrs Knowles and Price.
 Then come the Lecturers: besides yourself there is a man, I think, at Belfast . . 5
 In I923, at the time of the next such congress-held in Brussels-Ashley was

 1 L. L. Price MSS in the Bodleian Library.
 2 Econ. Jrnl. xxxvii (1927), Clapham's obituary notice of Ashley.
 3 Ibid. Additional note by Herbert Heaton. In I9I5 Ashley was giving 20-recently increased from

 ten-economic history lectures to about 50 students at Birmingham (Letter from Ashley to J. F. Rees,
 I June I9I5. I am indebted to his grandson, Gareth Rees, who now owns his correspondence, for
 providing me with a copy).

 4 Econ. Jrnl. xxxvii (1927), obituary. 5 Letter from Ashley to J. F. Rees, I June I9I5.
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 6 T. C. BARKER

 in touch with Pirenne, Posthumus, and Febvre on the need to establish an
 international society of economic and social history, with its own journal. He
 had, indeed, managed to persuade a Birmingham newspaper proprietor to
 put up ?Ioo in its support.' Nothing came of this, however, at that time.

 Meanwhile, Ashley also began to run conferences for extra-mural lecturers
 which Lance Beales, then Lecturer in Economic History at Sheffield, attended.
 As Dr Beales recalls, Ashley told them

 to live laborious days and not spend riotous nights in early matrimony. He
 rather shocked some of us and especially those of us who were already married.
 He gave an austere turn to the subject but a purposeful one . . . You see, in
 those days people like Tawney, for example, were engaged in extra-mural work
 teaching working men. Henry Clay who wrote a well-known book on economics

 for the general reader, I remember him saying to me on top of a tram that he
 couldn't conceive of himself doing anything that wasn't teaching economics to
 working men, and that was the extra-mural connexion coming out very real and
 very definite and that's where the public was. I hesitate to call it a scholarly
 public. These were part-time workers ...

 Meanwhile, in London, Tawney's mind was also moving in the direction
 of a journal of economic history.

 Tawney's interest in the matter [recalls Prof. Postan] was brought to me a year
 or two before the Society was officially formed. In one of my earliest under-
 graduate interviews with Tawney I asked whether I could work on one of his
 subjects. He recommended to me the well-known essay of his which he had
 published in Vierte1jahrschriftfiur Sozial- und Wirtschaftgeschichte and explained to
 me that he had published the damn thing-and I remember that particularly,
 the first time I'd heard a supervisor using the word damn-published the damn
 thing in a German periodical. There was no English periodical, neither the

 English Historical Review nor the Economic Journal, would be willing or able to
 publish an essay on that subject at that length. And then I remember laughingly
 he turned to me and said: "Dreadful, isn't it? Well, by the time you are ready
 with your first essay, I hope we shall have a journal of our own." And that, I
 think, preceded the formation of the Society by about eighteen months, nearly
 two years, that particular conversation.

 Again, here is evidence, in about I923-4, of a desire to secure an outlet for
 articles in economic history.

 There were, however, certain problems, and they were by no means all
 financial ones. There was, in particular, the little matter, in the academic
 though not in the popular mind, of what economic history should be about.
 This, of course, went back to the wrangle at Cambridge in the i890's between
 Marshall, who wanted to apply economic theory, and Cunningham, who
 pleaded for a more empirical approach.2 Since that time Cambridge economics
 had gone from strength to strength. The Tripos had been started in I903 and
 although Marshall had retired in i908, he was still very much around and did
 not die until I924. And the succession was secure. Keynes held sway and

 1 Pirenne Archives (in possession of the Pirenne family), note dated i8 Oct. I923; letter from Ashley,
 13 May 1923. I owe this information to Prof. Bryce Lyon of Brown University.

 2 See J. Maloney, 'Marshall, Cunningham, and the Emerging Economics Profession', Economic
 History Review, 2nd ser. XXIX (I 976), 440-5 I .
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 ECONOMIC HISTORY SOCIETY 7

 dominated the Economic Journal from I9I I. Clapham, born in Salford, a
 historian by training who was singled out by Marshall as early as i897 as the
 man who ought to write an account of the economic development of England
 during the previous century,1 returned to Cambridge in i908, to a Fellowship
 at King's, from Leeds where he had held the newly created Chair of Economics.
 C. R. Fay, born in Liverpool, also became a Cambridge Fellow in i908 and
 was there until I92I when he went to the Chair of Economic History at
 Toronto. He had been very much influenced by both Marshall and Keynes.2

 The superior attitude taken in the early i920's by Cambridge economists in
 general and by Keynes in particular is brought out well in Harrod's Life.
 Having taken a degree in classics, philosophy, and history in I922, Harrod had
 been appointed to teach economics in the new Oxford P.P.E. School. Christ
 Church had given him two terms off to travel the world, it being thought at
 Oxford that a degree in classics, philosophy, and history provided quite a good
 enough training for economics. Harrod, however, thought otherwise and went
 to see Keynes. He subsequently reported the economic scene in I922 as Keynes
 saw it:

 My problem was simple [Keynes told him], I must undoubtedly come to
 Cambridge. That was the only place where they knew anything about economics.
 The London School of Economics-I had had some talk with Professor Cannan
 -was brushed aside . .. Was there not some foreign university? Certainly not;
 they knew nothing at all of economics on the continent.3

 Keynes took the view that the lead given by the chosen few at Cambridge was
 all that was needed. The broad ranks of economists elsewhere in the world
 would follow in due course.

 The contrast between the lively, self-confident, and well-established econo-
 mics of Cambridge and the parlous state of the subject at Oxford at that time
 is all too clear. The baleful effects of Edgeworth's tenure of the Drummond
 Chair from I89I to I922 were evident on all sides. This eccentric Irishman
 was the last male survivor of a prolific family that had held estates at Edge-
 worthstown since the time of Elizabeth. A friend described him as "a bad sailor
 even on Swiss Lakes-and sometimes at sea on land". He wrote abstruse papers,
 not books. "Large-scale enterprise," Keynes wryly remarked, "such as Treatises
 and marriage, had never appealed to him."4 As Prof. Coats has observed, "he
 was temperamentally unfitted to exercise active leadership, for he was per-
 sonally somewhat eccentric and unworldly, indifferent to administration-if
 not positively inefficient-and unsympathetic towards contemporary radical
 and heterodox ideas; and Oxford economics is said to have languished during
 his tenure of the chair."5 There was little happening in the colleges, either,
 before the creation of the P.P.E. School, although the subject then picked up a
 little. Lionel Robbins, for instance, was tutor at New College for three years in
 the mid- and later i920'S; but he has some damning things to say in his auto-

 1 Article on Clapham by G. N. Clark in the Dictionary of National Biography.
 2 Reminiscences by C. R. Fay in A. C. Pigou, ed. Memorials of Alfred Marshall (1925), pp. 74-7;

 R. F. Harrod, The Life of John Maynard Keynes (I955), p. 56.
 3 Harrod, op. cit. p. 319. 4 Obituary of Edgeworth, Econ. jnl. xxxvi (i926), 149.
 5 A. W. Coats, 'Sociological Aspects of British Economic Thought (c. i880-i930)', Journal of Political

 Economy, LXXV (I967), 7I6.
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 8 T. C. BARKER

 biography about the organization of the subject in the university.' And when,
 in I925, G. D. H. Cole was made Reader in Economics at Oxford, Keynes

 noted in the Economic Journal that during his tenure of the post the teaching of
 the subject would no doubt be simplified, for had not Cole himself written in a

 book, published inI 920, that "the present economic order is breaking down ...
 its definite collapse is a matter not of decades but of years" ?2

 Economics at Oxford in the I920'S was clearly a strange subject. Let me add

 Miss Mann's testimony. She had read classics there just before the war and then
 did social work in London. She also attended a course in social science at
 L.S.E. and met economic history for the first time and liked it. But then she
 went into the Admiralty and there became interested in economics. When the
 war was over, she took a one-year economics and political science course in
 Oxford:

 I went to Miss Levett for the economic history. The economics was taught by a
 man who had been recruited by Balliol to teach economics. He'd been Professor
 of Economics in Cairo. It was J. A. Todd, a Scot. He wrote a book on elementary
 economic theory and, having been in Egypt, he was very much interested in
 cotton and he became known as Cotton Todd. He was subsequently Principal
 of the Technical College at Liverpool, but he was at Balliol for about two years
 until they appointed a permanent person, and as I didn't get a job at once when
 I finished the year, he asked if I'd come and act as his secretary, and he started
 a cotton information service, really estimating what the price of cotton was going
 to be; and he had several clients in the United States, and that ran for about three
 or four years I should think. I left him half-way through because I was trying for
 university appointments and I soon realized that I hadn't got nearly enough
 qualifications, so I thought I must do some more research and I started doing
 some research at L.S.E. under Prof. Lilian Knowles on cotton in the eighteenth
 century because I'd got interested in cotton by that time and realized that really
 nobody knew how cotton had become the material on which the industrial

 revolution, some think, really started. [As Vice-Principal of St Hilda's from I923,
 Miss Mann found herself tutoring in economics.] Of course, really and truly,
 I had no qualifications, or very, very few qualifications for teaching economics
 at all. Economics at that time was not thought of very highly at Oxford. Econo-
 mic questions were occasionally put into other papers of other schools. There
 used to be economic questions in the history papers, I believe, and there certainly
 used to be one in one of the Greats history papers, a question I avoided with
 considerable care, but as a separate discipline Oxford thought very little of it.
 So little that my brother, who was also a classic and came back after the war
 and was doing a modified course in Greats at Balliol, was asked if he would go
 and be Professor of Economics in Bombay, and he didn't know any at all-less
 than I did-but he was told that didn't matter. H-e could get it up on the voyage.
 He didn't take it on, I may say.

 This great superiority of economics at Cambridge over that at Oxford, and
 the Cambridge economists' influence over economic history in their university,
 posed problems for a nascent economic history society, for the prime movers
 in it were not from among the Cambridge economics elite. Economic historians
 outside Cambridge were, if anything, tied to Cunningham and the history

 1 Lord Robbins, Autobiography of an Economist (I97I), ch. 5, esp. p. I I I. 2 Econ. Jnl. xxxv (1925).
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 ECONOMIC HISTORY SOCIETY 9

 tradition rather than to economics in the Marshall style. Eileen Power, for
 instance, had taken the History Tripos at Cambridge, as Lilian Knowles had

 done before her. Ashley, as we have seen, was still very much at heart a
 historian. It is true that, in I925, Ashley, Lilian Knowles, and Tawney were
 all on the Council of the Royal Economic Society, and the retired but still very
 busy and bustling L. L. Price was its secretary."But one feels that they were
 representing a distinctly non-Cambridge economics viewpoint on that body.

 What was really unacceptable to Cambridge economists was the fact that
 the person who brought the Economic History Society into existence was not
 only by training a Cambridge historian but also one who had turned his back
 on Cambridge and migrated to Oxford. There he developed economic history
 in a form at the opposite end of the spectrum to the sort approved of by Cam-
 bridge economists. This man was Ephraim Lipson.

 Lipson had gained first-class honours in both parts of the Historical Tripos
 in I909 and I9Io; but Cambridge had no openings for him so he set up at
 Oxford as a private tutor. He published the first volume of his Economic History
 of England (dealing with the Middle Ages) in I 9I 5. His Europe in the Nineteenth
 Century followed in I9I 6 and The History of the Woollen and Worsted Industries in
 I92I. Clapham's review of the Middle Ages volume in the Economic Journal was
 fairly devastating, particularly bearing in mind that this was the first book of
 a young scholar, still only in his twenty-seventh year. Clapham admitted that
 "the bibliography is remarkable, and the text shows a mastery, among other
 things, of pretty well all the very abundant new material-primary and
 secondary-which has appeared in English during the last I5 years or so." He
 also agreed that the chapter on the agrarian revolution and the urban chapters

 were good. Nevertheless, the general effect of the review is quite damning.
 "The style" of the earlier chapters, Clapham wrote, "is lifeless and the arrange-
 ment odd . . . Mr Lipson is learned, independent and often conclusive in

 discussion, but he never starts a fresh hare." What was worse, among 500 works
 listed in the bibliography, there was not a single one by Sombart or Pirenne.

 The conclusion of Clapham's review seems even more revealing. Having
 pointed out that the final chapter on Revenue and Exchequer would have been
 better omitted, for it gave the book a dull ending as well as a dull beginning, he
 notes that the chapter contains five "not obviously relevant" pages on usury.
 Clapham ends: "In connection with this reference to usury, it is rather sur-
 prising that the financial activities of the Italians are so slightly handled by
 Mr Lipson, and that the Jews are not so much as mentioned in his index."'

 This seems to me to be a particularly savage remark, bearing in mind
 Lipson's background.2 He was the son of a Jewish furniture dealer in Sheffield
 and had gone on scholarships via Sheffield Royal Grammar School to Trinity
 College, Cambridge. He had been dropped as a small child and was grievously
 deformed. His nephew tells me that he was jeered at in the street and laughed
 at by children. He had grown up very sensitive of criticism, longing to live a
 normal life. When his parents died in I 9I9, he bought a plot of land for himself

 1 Econ. Jnl. xxv (I 915), 569-72.
 2 For Lipson, see Herbert Heaton's careful and revealing entry in the D.N.B. (195i-6o). I am also

 grateful to his nephew, Mr Eric Lipson, for further personal information.
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 I0 T. C. BARKER

 and for a wife who never materialized. In the I920'S, when he had a house in
 Oxford, it contained a room which was to be the nursery. Although he was
 appointed to the Readership in Economic History at Oxford in I922 in succes-
 sion to Price, he was passed over when the Chichele Chair was created in I 93 I,
 even though he managed to get the next two volumes of his Economic History
 into the hands of the electors in the nick of time-the publishers actually had
 I 7 people working on the index.' Failure to be appointed to the Oxford Chair

 was the great disappointment of Lipson's life and it is said that he took the
 train away from Oxford on the very day of the election and was not seen much
 there again. When he made his will in I949, he directed that all his letters,
 papers, and manuscripts, including his lectures, should be burned. He was to
 be buried next to his mother at Willesden Green Cemetery and his mother's
 wedding ring was not to be removed from his finger.2

 This was the unusual man who, more than anyone else, was responsible for
 bringing the Review and the Society into existence; and he edited the Review
 with great distinction, ably assisted by Miss Mann, until I934. Let us hear
 more about him from Miss Mann, who went to his lectures at the beginning of
 the I920's and was assistant editor of the Review from its inception until I934;
 from Prof. Postan, who began to read medieval articles for Lipson during his
 editorship; and from Prof. Hyde, who had seminars from him as a graduate
 student in the dark and dismal winter of I929/30.

 Miss Mann: He was a very useful lecturer. He said everything twice very slowly
 so that you could take it all down. I can't say it was inspiring; but when you
 wanted to look it up afterwards, it was very useful and of course his books-the
 later books-weren't published then so your lecture notes were what you relied
 on, and he was fully conscious of that, I think.

 Prof. Postan: I've never known a man so single-minded in his belief in the func-
 tion of economic history and its prospects, and he read everything that appeared.
 He was a very catholic person in his academic views, extraordinarily moderate.
 He was one of those men who always believed that the right solution would be
 found half-way between two wrong solutions. That's how he wrote his textbooks,
 you know. If you look at his textbooks, you'll find both sides were right and both
 sides wrong and the truth is in between. He was an extraordinarily moderate
 man in his academic activities, but extraordinarily immoderate in his personal
 attitudes. The world was divided into two parts: people whom he thought hated
 him and he hated them; and people whom he thought loved him and he loved
 them. Tawney was one of them who belonged to the second category, whom he
 absolutely worshipped . . . People got on the wrong side of Lipson when, in
 commenting on articles or discussing an economic history subject, they gave the
 impression that the articles or the contribution made a wholly new contribution
 to economic history. His immediate reaction was that he had said it all before;
 and he used to climb up the steps to his shelves and pull out a book with his
 marginal notes of what I, Lipson, had thought on that subject before, and this
 man has nothing new to say. I have an interesting letter about the first article
 I published in the Economic History Review on credit in medieval trade. He ap-

 1 Private information from the late Mr J. D. Newth of A. & C. Black Ltd.
 2 I am grateful to Mr N. B. Harte for notes on Lipson's will, proved on 29 July i960 at the Principal

 Probate Registry.
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 ECONOMIC HISTORY SOCIETY II

 proved of it, absolutely, every word. "Of course, I thought of it myself previously."

 But that's very characteristic of him.

 Prof. Hyde: I attended his tutorial classes . . . I found him a rather austere,
 forbidding figure. I found him rather sarcastic. No doubt this was contrived
 because by this means he drew out his students; but I remember going to his
 house for these tutorials and one entered this rather gloomy building and I
 think I remember going into a room which was painted green and it was
 November time when the mists were about-you know what Oxford can be
 like in November. It was very cold and we sat on chairs which had been covered
 with dust-sheets, and Lipson sat in the middle of a ring of us and fired questions
 at us and then made sarcastic remarks, and I felt at the end of it that I hadn't got
 much out of it. But on reflection, after having gone to one or two of these seminars
 I found that Lipson was giving me quite a good training in the analysis of source
 material ... I also met him again later when I was at Harvard, and here again
 he barely recognized me although he knew who I was, but I never got on terms
 of friendship with him as I did with Clapham or Ashton . . . [At Oxford] I
 gathered the impression while I was there that the economists didn't think much
 of the Lipson approach to economic history because they felt it was rather history
 with a gloss rather than the interpretation of economic facts and factors in the
 development of a new type of history. The historians, I think, regarded Lipson's
 efforts with a certain amount of tolerance. I think Lipson was ploughing a
 fairly lone furrow ...

 In his letter of resignation to the Council in I934, contained in its minutes,

 Lipson noted that he had originally undertaken the task of editing the Review
 at the suggestion of Vinogradoff "at a time when it was contemplated that the
 Review should be published by the British Academy". Vinogradoff held the
 Corpus Christi Chair of Jurisprudence at Oxford until his death in I925 and
 Lipson would, therefore, have known him there. He had inaugurated a series
 of Records of the Social and Economic History of England and Wales of which he was
 general editor; but although there was growing interest in economic history
 at the British Academy at that time, in which W. R. Scott was also very con-
 cerned, its records provide no confirmation of its ever having seriously con-
 templated a periodical devoted to the subject.'

 In the event, Lipson acted on his own. He had a good connexion with A. &
 C. Black, who had been his publishers since his first book. He also advised
 them generally on university publishing in the field of history and was respons-
 ible, for example, for persuading David Ogg to write his Europe in the Seventeenth
 Century. In the autumn of I924 Lipson approached Blacks to see if they would
 publish a magazine similar in format to the English Historical Review. On
 I October I924 they replied, giving costings. They told Lipson that, if he was
 prepared to bring out two issues in I925, they would undertake half the cost
 and share the profit provided their overheads-which they estimated at 25 per
 cent of turnover-were covered. But Blacks heard nothing further about this
 proposal from Lipson until January I926.2

 1 I am grateful to Miss Doris Pearson for her kindness in searching the records of the British Academy
 for me and to my friend Dr Neville Williams, its Secretary, for arranging this.

 2 Archives of A. & C. Black MS. I am grateful to Mr. A. A. G. Black, the President of the company,
 for permission to use and quote from this source.
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 By then Cambridge had moved. At its meeting on 5 March I925, the Royal
 Economic Society decided to publish a separate economic history number of

 the Economic journal. Its impending appearance was announced in that journal
 in June. It was to discriminate in favour of British authors and-a real econo-
 mist's bid for the new field-it was to be issued to Fellows free of charge.'

 How are we to see this move? Was Cambridge aware of Lipson's plans and
 anxious to forestall him? Or was the decision to publish Economic History quite
 coincidental and the Economic History Review a response to its appearance?
 Unfortunately, as I understand it, the records of the Royal Economic Society
 do not shed any light on this. Nor do the Keynes papers.2 Nor have I come
 across any clues elsewhere, though it is Prof. Postan's belief that Keynes got
 wind of Lipson's scheme and decided to try to defeat it. Again, there is an

 analogy with the beginnings of the Economic journal, though in that case it was
 Oxford which did the forestalling by bringing out its Economic Review two

 months before the Economic journal's appearance. With Economic History,
 Cambridge got into print a year before our journal, edited from Oxford.

 The Economic journal's publication, Economic History, made its appearance in
 January I926-and that month also saw Lipson again in touch with Blacks.
 On 30 January Adam Black replied to Lipson to say how glad he was to know

 that what he called the Economic History journal might take shape. He confirmed
 that the terms of his letter of i October I924 still held good.3

 Lipson seems to have had little difficulty in securing warm support from
 various influential quarters outside Cambridge, where his main contact seems
 to have been Vere Laurence, a historian very much in the Cunningham mould.
 Tawney and Ashley, who, as we have seen, were already both keenly in favour
 of creating such a journal, came in with him-and Tawney brought in Eileen
 Power. (Lilian Knowles, the professor at L.S.E., died, in her mid-5o's, in
 April I926.4 George Unwin, the first professor to be appointed in the subject
 in Britain, at Manchester, had died the year before. There were no other pro-
 fessors until I928, when Cambridge established the Chair to which Clapham
 was appointed.)

 The timing for the launching of the new venture was right, for I926 was the
 year in which the second plenary Anglo-American Historical Conference was
 to be held in London. (The first had been in I 92 I.) It had an economic history
 section and Ashley, at the beginning of February, was invited to chair this,

 1 Information from Prof. W. A. Coats; Econ. Jnl. xxxv (I925), 330.
 2 I am most grateful to Prof. Sir Austin Robinson, Prof. W. A. Coats, and Prof. D. E. Moggridge for

 advice concerning these records.
 3 A. & C. Black MS.
 4 Lilian Tomn (b. i870), who married one of her students, C. M. Knowles, in I904, was one of the

 first research scholars at L.S.E. (i896-7) and then became lecturer there in economic history (I904),
 reader (I907), and professor (i92i). She was, in fact, the first full-time lecturer and the second professor
 in the subject in the country. According to Graham Wallas, she "had a rollicking delight in her own
 wit and audacity", but this can hardly be said to be evident from her books. She was a violent Tory
 who had already developed a startling interest in hats as a girl at Truro High School. After her death
 Beveridge wrote that her lectures were "quite unlike anyone else's and as a rule far more memorable"
 and that in classes "she at once dominated and bullied [her students] and gave herself up wholly to their

 service". See obituaries in Econ. Jnl. XXXVI (i926), by T. E. Gregory; and in Economica, VI (i926), by
 Beveridge, and Graham Wallas; Who Was Who, 1916-28; and N. B. Harte, ed. The Study of Economic
 History (I 97 I), p. Xxv.
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 Eileen Power being responsible for the secretarial arrangements.' In May
 I9o6 she wrote to the conference organizer to say that the economic history
 section intended to hold only two meetings, at one of which Ashley would
 speak-his paper on "The Place of Economic History in University Studies"
 was published in the first issue of the Review-and at the other session there
 was to be a general discussion concerning "the-new Economic History Society
 and Economic History Review and other methods of promoting the subject".2
 This was to be opened by Lipson, Tawney, and H. L. Gray of Bryn Mawr.3
 The foundation meeting of the Economic History Society, on I4 July I926,
 was, therefore, in fact a meeting of the Economic History Section of the Anglo-
 American Historical conference which was well used to whip up American
 support.

 By the time of this meeting there had been several preliminary discussions.
 Unfortunately, there is little record of this activity behind the scenes; but I
 am particularly grateful to Dr Chaloner for supplying me with two revealing
 glimpses from Redford's diary. On 8 March 1926 Redford noted: "Meeting to
 found the Economic History Review and arrange about the Economic History
 Society. I am a member of the Editorial Committee, but feel a schoolboy com-
 pared with most of the others." On 23 March there was a meeting of the newly
 formed editorial committee. Redford noted: "I got the impression that we were
 being used as camouflage for Lipson's scheming. I definitely do not like L.
 now. "4

 The extent to which Lipson managed to involve Tawney is clear from the
 fact that Tawney agreed to become joint editor and signed the original contract
 with Blacks, along with Lipson, on I I May 1926. This was an agreement with
 the two of them personally, for the Society was not yet formally in existence.
 Of course, I I May was during the General Strike; but Adam Black assured
 Lipson, if not Tawney, that there would be no delay in sending out advanced
 publicity for Blacks were a non-union house.5

 The publishers agreed to produce three consecutive numbers of the Review
 to be marketed at ios. 6d. each. The publishers were to bear half the cost and
 share half the profit on these numbers and-an important departure from the
 1924 proposal-would charge no overheads on the first issue. They also agreed
 to publish a four-page prospectus from copy supplied by the editors, to be
 charged against the first number. Copies for subscribers or members of the
 Society were to be supplied at two-thirds the published price plus postage.
 For packing and postage they were to charge fourpence.

 J. D. Newth, recently arrived at Blacks, handled the Review. In a three-page
 memorandum to me, dated November 1973, he wrote that:

 1 Institute of Historical Research, Correspondence concerning the Anglo-American Conference,
 i926. I am grateful to Mr Kellaway, Secretary of the Institute, for drawing my attention to this
 source.

 2 Ibid. Eileen Power to Parsloe, 2 May i926.
 3 Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research, iv (i926), i09.
 4 Extracts from the MS diary of Arthur Redford published by kind permission of his son, Mr Timothy

 Redford.
 5 A. & C. Black MS, Adam Black to Lipson, 6 May i926; copy of agreement with Lipson and

 Tawney, I I May i926.
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 Lipson was obsessed with detail and the publishers were involved in constant
 correspondence and conversations with him over every point of production,
 distribution and finance. He insisted on seeing a succession of specimen pages,
 and samples of proposed paper for both text and covers, debated at length
 whether there should be 43 or 44 lines to the page, and so on . . .

 Ten thousand copies of the prospectus were printed in July, 5,000 of these
 went to the Historical Association and 200 to N. S. B. Gras in America. (The
 latter did not arrive and another consignment had to be sent.) At Tawney's
 request, and at the Society's expense, there was a further printing so that
 2,500 copies could be sent to Fabian News and the same number to the W.E.A.
 In addition, 2,000 library slips were produced.'

 When, on I4 July 1926, the first meeting was held at L.S.E. to inaugurate
 the Society, all was cut and dried. Tawney took the chair, the Constitution was
 approved, and the officers and the Council elected: Ashley became President;
 E. F. Gay of Harvard and W. R. Scott, the Irishman who spent all his teaching
 life in Scotland, Vice-Presidents. Eileen Power and F. W. Tickner were elected
 Joint Secretaries. J. A. White became Treasurer. The Council consisted of
 Tawney and Lipson; Daniels (Manchester); Lewis (Aberystwyth); F. W.
 Ogilvie, another Oxford scholar, who was suddenly drafted as an economist in
 the early 1920's, and had gone from Oxford to the Chair of Commercial and
 Political Economy at Edinburgh; J. F. Rees, who had succeeded Ashley at
 Birmingham in 1925 when Ashley had wisely retired to Canterbury in order to
 hear good music in what was then a low-cost area; Stenton; and Vere Laurence.
 Two university men in North America were also elected to the Council:
 N. S. B. Gras, soon to become Professor of Business History at Harvard, and
 Herbert Heaton, that vigorous, warm-hearted Yorkshireman, then at the
 Queen's University, Kingston, Canada.

 We are not told how many people attended this inaugural meeting, but the
 report of it in the Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research2 brings out two
 important features of the proceedings. The first feature relates to the connexions
 with schools. Lipson emphasized the need to establish closer relationships
 between students and teachers, and noted that economic history was becoming
 "increasingly prominent in the curriculum of schools". Tickner, the original
 joint Secretary, was, in fact, a schoolmaster as was J. A. White, the Treasurer

 until I934. White was a leading figure in the Historical Association, of which he
 was Treasurer and Acting Secretary at the time of the formation of our Society.
 Tickner was History Master at the Cooper's School in East London. Prof.
 Postan has this to say about him-and the "school element" generally in the
 new Society-and Lance Beales and Miss Mann also have comments to make:

 Prof. Postan: Tickner was a schoolmaster, a very presentable, tall, bearded gentle-
 man, very benevolently inclined towards the Economic History Society. He and
 another man were roped in by Lipson, who had, so to speak, ambitions about
 placing economic history in the curricula of schools, and he insisted on publishing
 in every number of the Review, while he edited it, something or other about the
 teaching of economic history in schools which were extraordinarily boring, and

 1 A. & C. Black MS, Newth to Lipson, 8, 24 July, 13 Sept. 1926; Newth to Tawney, 24 July 1926.
 2 Iv (i926), io9.
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 an official poll which we conducted showed that nobody read them. Tickner was
 brought in for that particular purpose.

 Dr Beales: Tickner's interest in history was what I would call the picturesque
 kind-nice little stories-he wasn't a serious historian, but he was an enthusiast
 and he counted for a good deal in the development in this sort of study in
 schools. He was known as an examiner and as a compiler of an anthology and one
 book, not of any great value except immediately in its impact on schoolteachers.
 He helped to make a field for this in school examinations which were developed
 very considerably in the northern universities before they developed further
 south in London and Oxford and Cambridge.

 Miss Mann: Well, we had that article on the teaching of economic history in
 schools which was signed by Marten. Marten devised a questionnaire . .. and
 sent it out to schools of all kinds ... ; but when they came in, it was just at the
 beginning of the vacation and I think he wanted to enjoy his vacation, so he
 dumped them on me and I sorted them out for him. He wrote a little bit himself
 and signed it, but I wrote most of it.

 The other important feature of the inaugural meeting was the support given
 by visitors from North America. In addition to H. L. Gray of Bryn Mawr,
 Prof. Adair of McGill, Prof. Martin of Texas, and Prof. Bertha Putnam of
 Mount Holyoake are mentioned as having spoken at the meeting. There were
 probably other Americans besides.

 Clapham was also present, though it is significant that he did not become an
 officer of the Society or member of its Council. And when Ashley died in I927,
 Clapham declined the offer of the Presidency on grounds of pressure of work;
 though he did agree to become a Vice-President. Moreover, at the foundation
 meeting, Clapham was the only person to sound a rather discordant note.
 According to the report in the Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research:

 DrJ. H. Clapham (Cambridge) while welcoming the formation of the Society,
 urged that economic historians should nevertheless beware of becoming a
 "craft gild" and should "keep a foot in both worlds". He made a special plea
 for the use of statistical method in dealing with modern economic history.

 The need to "keep a foot in both worlds" and use statistical method was all
 very well; but a new society could not grow on such high-minded advice. The
 great thing was to find the members and the income to get the new society
 afloat and to sustain the Review. This is brought out very clearly by Miss Mann
 in answer to a question asking whether the Society's members saw their subject
 in the early days as primarily linked to history or to economics, or whether
 they saw it as an independent subject with its own methodology:

 I don't believe they ever asked themselves those questions. I think they thought
 of themselves as developing a branch of history which hadn't been very much
 developed hitherto. Of course, as far as the Economic History Review was con-
 cerned, it was historians, not economists, who ran it, and I think that those
 people who might have approached economic history from an economic stand-
 point were not on the board of the Review. I certainly never asked myself where
 I was going and I can't ever remember anybody ever saying to me where is the
 subject going to or what is its object or anything like that, any more than one
 would have asked in those days what is the object of history in general.
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 Q: It was a general relief that it was going at all?

 Miss Mann: "Yes, yes ... To begin with, I think there were several people who
 felt that it might not survive more than a year or two, the people who were at
 the first meeting, for instance; but why they felt that, I don't know. I think it
 was probably the rather precarious state of economic history altogether . .. It
 was an impression I had and it did liersist for two or three years I should say-
 whether enough people would be interested. Obviously, the people who were
 interested were very interested, but then, you see, Clapham, for instance, and
 other people rather stood aloof. They lent their names to the Society. They
 didn't do anything else for it [at first]. Many people did that and what one
 wanted, of course, was a rapidly increasing membership, largely among members
 of the public schools because, after all, universities were not so many as they are
 now.

 Schoolteachers were one potential source of recruitment. Interested enthusi-
 asts of the W.E.A. type were another. Foreign scholars and libraries-especially
 those in America-were yet another. Here the international nature of the
 Review and the Society's success in securing at the outset honorary foreign
 correspondents of distinction-Kosminsky in Moscow, for instance, Pirenne in
 Belgium, and Henri See in France-was important. In America Gras was a
 particularly good friend of the Society. Of the 529 names on a printed member-

 ship list dated June I927-not quite accurate because they did not all pay up-
 79 were in the U.S.A. and 9 in Canada; 9 were in Germany, 5 in Japan, and
 5 in India; and others were scattered about Europe and the Continent in
 penny numbers. The United States figured even more prominently among the
 library members. Of I 48 libraries, 77 were in the United States and 8 in Canada.
 There were 30 elsewhere abroad. So, of the I48 original library members,

 I I 5 were abroad.' The international appeal of the new Society was as important
 as its school and W.E.A. appeal. The bibliographies in the early issues of the
 Review on German, French, and Indian economic history-and the articles by
 Asakawa, See, Sombart, Kosminsky, and Pirenne-were very relevant in
 securing this international support. Here Tawney was important, though he
 did not otherwise do much as joint editor, and Lipson's admiration of Tawney,
 to which Prof. Postan has testified, does not always seem to have been recipro-
 cated. To quote Miss Mann once more:

 Lipson organized all the publishing side. He did most of the work. I wouldn't
 say Tawney did much work. Tawney did make suggestions at meetings of the
 people who might be asked to write articles, especially the big articles by foreign
 economic historians, but Lipson did all the work including, I think, asking them
 for the articles . . . [Lipson and Tawney] had diametrically opposite views on
 almost every point, and this came out in meetings when it was quite obvious
 that what one said the other very often did not approve of. Tawney particularly
 did not approve of the publishers, whom he thought were making too much
 profit, but generally speaking they were on speaking terms but not very much
 more.

 All in all, the Society got off to a flying start, although the printed member-
 ship list shows only i i members with Cambridge addresses, compared with

 1 Derived from an analysis of the membership list by N. B. Harte.
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 3I in Oxford and 27 in London. Clapham was a member, although, almost
 alone among the leading British economic historians of his day, he did not play
 an active part in the Society at the outset. It did have Tawney, Ashley, Scott,

 Daniels, Lipson, J. F. Rees, Gay, and Gras. Regional correspondents were
 soon enlisted. These included MacInnes at Bristol, Redford at Manchester,
 A. H. Dodd at Bangor, Henry Hamilton at Aberdeen, W. H. Marwick at
 Glasgow, and Ogilvie at Edinburgh. Finally in this list of leading scholars-
 and in many ways above all the rest-came Eileen Power, who was Secretary
 from the outset until her death in I940. There were joint Secretaries from time
 to time, but she was the real anchor. She kept the Society alive when the going
 became hard. It is her distinctive, rapid round handwriting which covers the
 earlier pages of the minute-book.

 Eileen Power, born in Altrincham and trained as a historian at Cambridge,
 had joined the full-time staff at L.S.E. in i92i. (According to Sir Charles
 Webster and Clapham, the History Faculty at Cambridge had shown little
 interest in her when she was a teacher at Girton.)'

 Her mother had died when she was young and she had been brought up by
 her aunts, whom Webster describes as "vigorous, independent personalities".
 One of them, Miss Clegg-Aunt Ruby-dealt with the Economic History
 Society's correspondence from the outset. In May I929 Aunt Ruby was form-
 ally appointed the Society's secretarial assistant for two days a week at a fee
 of ?50 per year, and went on to serve the Society with great loyalty and dedica-
 tion until her death in the mid-I930's.

 In the early years, the Society found it very difficult to make ends meet. The
 trouble was that margins were small and members were always very slow in
 paying their subscriptions. The report for I927/8, for instance, mentions what
 is described as a probable income of /344 which had to be set against a certain
 expenditure of C328. How real the balance of Ci6 was is not at all clear. Cer-
 tainly it was too slender for comfort even if all the C344 were collected. The

 balance was a bit better in the next two years-?8o and /5o; but when Miss
 Mann (on behalf of Lipson) in I929 asked the Council's permission to extend
 the Review by 20 pages, at an additional cost of ?20, she was told that the finan-
 cial position of the Society made this quite impossible. Many more copies of
 the earlier issues of the Review were, however, printed than the membership
 warranted. Of the I,000 copies of the first number, only 646 had been disposed
 of by the end of March 1927, though ioi more were out with booksellers on a
 sale-or-return basis. (Newth expected most of them to come back.)2 A print
 run of i,500 was nevertheless decided upon for i928, i929 and I930.3

 Although individual membership fell after I930, library membership, as we
 have seen, went on growing, particularly if trade sales (100 by I 936) are added
 to the number of libraries which subscribed directly. Moreover, when, in I 93 I,
 two issues of the Review began to be produced per year, the library rate was
 put up from 7s. 6d. to 9s.

 A new agreement was made with Blacks in ig29 whereby, from I930, they

 1 Obituary in Econ. jnl. L (I940).
 2 A. & C. Black MS, Newth to Lipson, 31 March 1927.
 3 Ibid. 23 Dec. 1927, i6 Dec. i929.
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 no longer stood half the cost and shared half the profit. Instead, they passed on
 to the Society the printers' costs plus 20 per cent for their overheads and four-
 pence per copy for packing and posting. On trade sales, however, Blacks

 took 30 per cent, and another 30 per cent went to the bookseller. Although the
 trade price of the two issues from I93I was I4S. the Society received only

 5s. 9d.
 The Society's financial position deteriorated during the early I930's. In

 November I933 the Treasurer forecast a deficit of CI o at the end of the year
 and told the Council that, with the existing membership, the Review could
 continue for one more year only. The Council thereupon decided to send
 letters marked Private and Urgent to all provincial correspondents, begging them
 each to find ten more members. But the membership figures show that these
 were not forthcoming.

 Miss Mann has recalled that some members were asked for guarantees in
 case of need, and Prof. Postan has put on record the names of some of the
 Society's benefactors who came to the Society's rescue:

 We were all the time in the red, and at the end of the year we were able to avoid
 bankruptcy by going cap in hand. Eileen herself went cap in hand to personal
 friends. I want to mention some of those friends. She received in successive years
 contributions running into three figures from Laurence Cadbury, who was a
 close friend of both her and myself. She received once a considerable contribution
 from a man not given to such things, from another friend of hers, the publisher
 Jonathan Cape. And she roped in another young publisher of economic history
 in the United States, a man called Donald Brace, the founder of Brace &
 Harcourt, the publishers, who also once gave her at the end of the year a cheque
 to cover our deficit.

 Lipson resigned as editor in March I 934 and was made an honorary life
 member. The Annual Report for that year refers to his "unceasing care and
 editorial brilliance". Prof. Postan then became editor, serving as sole editor
 until after the war, and then, from I950 as joint editor with Prof. Habakkuk. In
 all, he edited the Review with distinction for a quarter of a century. He will be
 remembered particularly for the skilful way in which he commissioned general
 articles-and then persuaded their authors to revise what they had written.
 Sometimes he even rejected the eventual result-as he admits:

 Of course, I rejected quite a number of those general essays. They were either
 not essays or not general enough. So that's where I failed. An average historian
 is a good cavalry horse. It could find its way to its own stable, but any attempt to
 divert it was almost invariably a failure ... As we were so short of space, we very
 seldom published the articles in the shape in which they were submitted. We
 usually recast them, obviously without any intention of affecting either its
 substance or its form or presentation, just to compress. On the average the
 articles as published were about half as long as they had been in the form sub-
 mitted. I don't know that they suffered as a result. I don't think they did, you
 know.

 The minutes also show that the Society owes Prof. Postan much for attending
 to the finances as well as the content of the Review at the difficult time in the
 affairs of the Society when he became editor. By a new agreement with Blacks,
 drawn up at his suggestion and dated i August I 934, the Society became directly
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 responsible for its own printing. Thereafter Blacks received only threepence
 a copy for packing and posting to members and C2 a year for storing back
 numbers. They still, however, kept 30 per cent on trade sales, though this was
 soon cut to 25 per cent. Whatever profit they may have made out of the venture
 in the early days, it was not exactly the goldcmine for them in the mid-30's
 that Tawney imagined. When eventually, in I950, Prof. Postan suggested that
 the Review be moved to the Cambridge University Press, Blacks jumped at the
 idea, for, as Mr Newth told me, "their hope of publishing books as a result of
 having the Review had not materialized and the terms on which they were
 stocking and handling the journal were distinctly unprofitable." The Society
 clearly owes much to Blacks for taking such an unremunerative risk and then
 being prepared to continue as publishers on what amounted to charitable terms.

 By getting more favourable rates from the publishers, by lower printing
 costs, and by help from well-wishers, the Society managed to weather its
 financial troubles in the I930'S. The Review went from strength to strength and
 managed to keep going throughout the war. G. N. Clark, the new Chichele
 Professor, joined the Council at the beginning of I933, and was soon involved
 in the selection of the new editor. The schoolteachers continued to exercise
 considerable pressure. There was even a Standing Committee on the Teaching
 of Economic History in Schools which was bold enough to send comments and
 criticisms on examination papers to the various examination boards. Kingston
 Derry-to become better known as T. K. Derry, historian of the Norwegian
 Campaign of the Second World War, but between I929 and I937 History
 Master at Repton and later Headmaster of Mill Hill-pops up a great deal in
 the minutes. So, too, does Robert Birley, Assistant Master at Eton from I926
 until I935 when he became Head of Charterhouse. He became the Society's
 Treasurer at the beginning of I935 and surprised the Council soon afterwards
 by sending his Treasurer's report by telegram. All this wooing of the schools
 did not gain any more members, however. Nor did it attract more people to
 come to London for the Annual General Meetings.

 But the pioneer nucleus managed to keep the Society alive, and it also sur-
 vived the war, despite the deaths of its President in April I940 and of its devoted
 Secretary four months later. Clapham, who had begun to take a greater interest
 in the Society just before the war and took the chair at its last peacetime
 Annual General Meeting, stepped into the breach and presided at the two
 Council meetings held each year in Cambridge during the war. For six years,
 until he, too, was suddenly struck down, he became the Society's Acting
 President and sheet anchor, with Dr M. G. Jones as Secretary and F. R. Salter
 as Treasurer. Cambridge, having cold-shouldered the Society at the outset,
 now maintained it. The editor also attended the wartime Council meetings and,
 with considerable resourcefulness and sacrifice, managed to produce some issues
 of the Review. So the Society was kept in being until the subject gained more
 favour and a new, and more numerous, generation of economic historians came
 upon the scene after the war. These enthusiasts, in their turn, produced new
 recruits in the schools and elsewhere. That part of the story, from the later
 I940'S onwards, can well wait until the Society's diamond jubilee. Or its cen-
 tenary perhaps? How long and specialized will the Review have become by then?

 London School of Economics
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